De Ponte Studio by Silvio De Ponte Architect in collaboration with La Perla and Martinelli Luce
present

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“SKIN. EMOTIONAL SURFACE, A TOUCH OF EXTENDED LIGHT”
from 21st to 27th April
21 april PRESS PREVIEW 3.00pm/7.00pm
22nd april INAUGURATION (by invitation) 8.00pm/12.00am
22nd/27th april OPENING TIMES 10.00am/10.00pm
SUPERSTUDIOPIU’ at Showroom LA PERLA (Via Tortona 27, Milan)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Silvio De Ponte takes part in the traditional international event concerning the world of design, presenting
SKIN at the Salone del Mobile and Fuori Salone.
Silvio De Ponte faces the issue of architecture and design’s soft qualities with an installation of soft, extensive, elastic and light-sensitive surfaces, creating an emotional environment in which the sensory relation
between Space-Light and Touch-Matter can be perceived within a route made of olfactory sensations.
The location gives life to a scenario made by soft, elastic and moldable horizontal and vertical surfaces that
lead the public along a path in which the perception of light and space create a harmonic and innovative
vision of the environment. The shape of the objects and the light become matter in the architectonic space
in which they are contained.
Silvio De Ponte has researched, experimented and created products with a high content of light effects. He
presents “emotional atmospheres” which represent the process of evolution of light and matter, creating a
strong synthesis between the shape of an object and the light itself.
The exhibition will also contain a series of “Big Size” lamps designed by Silvio De Ponte for Martinelli Luce
and La Perla’s collection revisited with a focus on the element of light.
in collaboration with LA PERLA, MARTINELLI LUCE, INTERFIERE, BARRISOL HARTMANN CONSULTING,
TELMOTOR LIGHTING CONSULTING, OSRAM, OIKOS FRAGRANCES.
media partner OTTAGONO.
design SILVIO DE PONTE with ANDREA INTORRELLA and ENRICA POGLIANO
and with the participation of ALFREDO CARTA, CORRADO COTIGNANO and MARCO VINCENZI.
photography “THE BODY SKIN” by MARCO PACCHIARDO.
account executive and marketing ELENA MAZZOLENI.
press office PAOLA RUFFO (LA PERLA) M. paola_ruffo@laperla.com T. +39 02 4223329 // RAFFAELLA
FARGION (DPSA+D) M. press@depontestudio.com T. +39 347 9050062.
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